COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

OAHP1400

Management Data Form

Rev. 11/10

A Management Data Form should be completed for each cultural resource recorded during an archaeological survey.
Isolated finds and revisits are the exception and they do not require a Management Data Form. Please attach the appropriate
component forms and use continuation pages if necessary. Fields can be expanded or compressed as necessary.
1. Resource Number: 5RT.3668

2. Temporary Resource Number:

3. Attachments (check as many as apply):

4. Official Determination (OAHP use only):

☐
☐
☒
☒
☒
☒
☐

Prehistoric Archaeological Component
Historic Archaeological Component
Linear Component
Sketch/Instrument Map (required)
U.S.G.S. Map Photocopy (required)
Photograph(s) (required)
Other, specify:

☐ Determined Eligible NR\SR
☐ Determined Not Eligible NR\SR
☐ Nominated
☐ Need Data NR\SR
☐ Contributing to NR Dist.\SR Dist.
☐ Not Contributing to NR Dist.\SR Dist.
☐ Supports overall linear eligibility NR\SR
☐ Does not support overall linear eligibility NR\SR

I. IDENTIFICATION
5. Resource Name: Soda Creek Retaining Walls
6. Project Name/Number: Soda Creek Scour Countermeasures and Bridge Rehabilitation/BRO M251-033
7. Government Involvement:

☒ Local

☒ State

☒ Federal

Agency: City of Steamboat Springs, Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA)
8. Site Categories (check as many as apply):
Prehistoric: ☐ archaeological site

☐ paleontological site

☐ In existing National Register District

National Register District name: N/A
Historic:

☐ archaeology site

☐ building(s)

☒structure(s)

☐ object(s) ☐ In existing National Register District

National Register District name: N/A
9. Owner(s) Name and Address: Approximately 825 feet of Soda Creek from the Yampa River to a point behind the
Western Motel is owned by the City of Steamboat Springs. The rest of the resource, aside from culverts and bridges,
runs through private properties owned by numerous/multiple owners.
10. Boundary Description and Justification: The boundary of 5RT.3668 extends approximately 0.86 mile, following
Soda Creek as it winds through Steamboat Springs. The boundary is approximately 38-feet wide and includes both
the northern and southern banks of Soda Creek. The boundary has a southern terminus at the confluence of Soda
Creek and the Yampa River, to the south of the Bud Werner Memorial Library. The northern terminus of the resource
boundary is located approximately 675-feet northeast from where Soda Creek passes beneath Pahwintah Street
between Deerfoot Arts Park Drive and Merritt Street. The boundary includes all extant sections of retaining walls lining
Soda Creek as it meanders towards the Yampa River through downtown Steamboat Springs. This evaluation records
the full extent of the linear feature.
11. Site/Property Dimensions: Length: 1,185m
Acres
Area was calculated as:

Width: 10m

☐ Length x Width (rectangle/square)
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Area:

26,345.03m2 Acres (m2/4047): 6.51

☐ Length x Width x 0.785 (Ellipse)

☒ GIS

Resource Number: 5RT.3668

II. LOCATION
12. Legal Location
PM:
PM:
PM:
PM:

6
6
6
6

Township:
Township:
Township:
Township:

6N
6N
6N
6N

Range:
Range:
Range:
Range:

84W
84W
84W
84W

Section:
Section:
Section:
Section:

SW ¼ of SW ¼ of section 08
NW ¼ of SW ¼ of section 08
NE ¼ of SW ¼ of section 08
NW ¼ of SE ¼ of section 08

If section is irregular, explain alignment method:
13. USGS Quad: Steamboat Springs, CO
14. County:

Routt

15. UTM Coordinates: Datum used
A. Zone:
B. Zone:
C. Zone:
D. Zone:
E. Zone:
F. Zone:
G. Zone:
H. Zone:
I. Zone:
J. Zone:
K. Zone:
L. Zone:
M. Zone:
N. Zone:
O. Zone:
P. Zone:
Q. Zone:
R. Zone:
S. Zone:
T. Zone:

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

16. UTM Source:

☒ NAD 27

343992.921mE
343989.664mE
344110.238mE
344104.287mE
344141.695mE
344138.704mE
344312.196mE
344310.886mE
344668.710mE
344668.048mE
344714.893mE
344709.868mE
344765.733mE
344752.522mE
344859.964mE
344852.028mE
344989.605mE
344984.254mE
345045.865mE
345048.743mE

☐ NAD 83

☐ WGS 84

Other:

4483383.867mN
4483394.340mN
4483398.630mN
4483407.995mN
4483462.232mN
4483472.889mN
4483402.508mN
4483413.551mN
4483534.488mN
4483545.538mN
4483495.202mN
4483506.051mN
4483545.464mN
4483549.449mN
4483741.146mN
4483748.782mN
4483840.002mN
4483849.610mN
4483837.844mN
4483848.431mN

☒ Corrected GPS/rectified survey (<5m error)

☐ Uncorrected GPS

☐ Map template

Other (explain): N/A
17. Site Elevation (feet): 6,732 Feet
18. Address: N/A

Lot: N/A

Block: N/A

Addition: N/A

19. Location/Access: The resource extends approximately 0.86 mile, following Soda Creek as it winds through
Steamboat Springs. The resource boundary is approximately 38-feet wide and includes both the northern and southern
banks of Soda Creek. Most of the sections of stacked rock walls are within private properties as Soda Creek wends
through the Deerfoot Arts Park Filing 2, Highlands Addition, 1st Addition, Sprengle Subdivision, and the Original Town
of Steamboat subdivision, before flowing under Lincoln Avenue. After Soda Creek crosses beneath Lincoln Avenue, it
flows in a southerly direction through property owned by Steamboat Springs, including the Bud Werner Memorial
Library and Little Toots Park, after which the creek reaches its confluence with the Yampa River. A majority of the
resource runs through private property and is inaccessible to the public. The retaining walls can be accessed at certain
points within the resource boundary, specifically at the culverts and bridges conveying Soda Creek beneath publicly
accessible roads. The areas of access include the south side of the Oak Street culvert, both the north and south
sections adjacent to the Pine Street culvert, as well as to the southwest and northeast of the Yahmonite Street culvert.
III. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT/SITE CONDITION
20. General Description (should include both on site as well as geographical setting with aspect, landforms,
vegetation, soils, depositional environment, water, ground visibility): The resource is located along the northern
and southern banks of Soda Creek as it winds through Steamboat Springs. The northern terminus of the resource
boundary is located approximately 675-feet northeast from where Soda Creek passes beneath Pahwintah Street
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between Deerfoot Arts Park Drive and Merritt Street. From the Pahwintah Street culvert, the Creek winds in a
southerly direction for approximately 1,100 feet before hooking back to the North around the property at 850 Aspen
Street, after which it turns back to flow for approximately 1,150 feet in a southwesterly direction, crossing beneath
Yahmonite Street, Pine Street, and Oak Street. After crossing through the Oak Street Culvert, Soda Creek flows in a
westerly direction the Creek then turns back to flow in a southwesterly direction for approximately 775 feet crossing
beneath 11th Street and flowing between the Smell That Bread Bakery (5RT.2055) at 135 11th Street, and the
Steamboat Laundry Building (5RT.255) at 127-131 11th Street, then flowing to the north of the Western Lodge at 1122
Lincoln Avenue. Soda Creek then flows beneath Lincoln Avenue, past the Bud Werner Memorial Library and through
Little Toots Park before reaching its confluence with the Yampa River between 15th Street and Yampa Street. The
Creek is lined with a wide variety of foliage, both native and non-native to the area, as it passes through numerous
private properties in the downtown area of Steamboat Springs.
21. Soil Depth (cm) and description: N/A
22. Condition:
a. Architectural/Structural
☐ Excellent
☐ Good
☒ Fair
☐ Deteriorated
☐ Ruin

b. Archaeological/Paleontological
☐ Undisturbed
☐ Light disturbance
☐ Moderate disturbance
☐ Heavy disturbance
☐ Total disturbance

23. Describe condition: The retaining walls lining Soda Creek are in various conditions ranging from ruin to excellent.
Portions of the rock wall have been removed and replaced with concrete retaining walls which have in turn been
regularly maintained and replaced with more recent concrete construction methods. In some areas, rubblestones that
once formed the retaining walls are piled near where the wall has been replaced. Ultimately, the rock retaining walls
lining the Creek as it winds through residential areas are in relatively good condition and appear to have been
maintained and/or improved with in-kind construction methods to varying degrees by individual property owners. The
areas which have been replaced with concrete retaining walls, and which have subsequently been maintained and
improved by the city include areas near bridge crossings. Additionally, some individual property owners have opted to
use quarried stone and/or boulders as retaining walls.
The retaining walls have been replaced with loose river rock from the northern terminus to the eastern portal of the
Pahwintah Street Bridge. Continuing in a southwesterly direction, the retaining walls lining Soda Creek as it passes
through residential areas between Pahwintah Street and Yahmonite Street retain their original design, consisting of
dry-cobble and mortared cobble methods. As Soda Creek passes beneath Yahmonite Street, the retaining walls then
shift to a composition of stacked quarry rock continuing to the point where the creek is conveyed beneath Pine Street.
After passing beneath Pine Street, the retaining walls lining Soda Creek return to the original construction methods of
dry-stone and mortared rock walls. The retaining walls abruptly stop to the northeast of the Oak Street Culvert, before
reappearing briefly between the Oak Street Culvert and the 11th Street Culvert. After passing beneath 11th Street, the
creek is lined with concrete replacement sections of retaining wall which have been replaced multiple times and which
are still maintained and upgraded by Steamboat Springs’ Public Works Department. The concrete walls continue
lining the creek until it is conveyed beneath Lincoln Avenue through the Lincoln Avenue Culvert. Finally, as the
resource passes through Little Toots Park the retaining walls have been replaced with stacked quarry stones and
boulders which continue to the point where Soda Creek reaches its confluence with the Yampa River.
24. Vandalism:

☐ Yes

☒ No

Describe:
IV. NATIONAL/STATE REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
25. Context or Theme:

N/A

26. Applicable National Register Criteria:
☒ A. Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history
☐ B. Associated with the lives of persons significant in our pass
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☒ C. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work
of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction
☐ D. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory
☐ Does not meet any of the National Register criteria
☐ Qualifies under exceptions A through G.
List exception(s):
27. Applicable State Register Criteria:
☒ A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to history

☐ B. Property is connected with persons significant in history

☒ C. Property has distinctive characteristics of a type, period, method of construction or artisan

☐ D. Property is of geographic importance

☐ E. Property contains the possibility of important discoveries related to prehistory or history

☐ Does not meet any of the State Register criteria

28. Area(s) of significance:

Community Planning and Development

Engineering

29. Period(s) of significance: 1903 to c.1930
30. Level of significance:

☐ National

☐ State

☒ Local

31. Statement of significance:
Criterion A: The rock walls lining Soda Creek are associated with the early-20th century growth and development of
Steamboat Springs. The rock walls were initially constructed as a response to regular flooding, including in 1903,
1908, 1910, 1911, 1914, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, and 1925. Residents along the Creek utilized river rock
widely available in the area to construct the walls using dry-laid stone as well as mortared construction techniques as
a flood mitigation measure. The flood mitigation measures are similar to those other Colorado communities, including
Gregory Canyon Creek in Boulder and the Colorado University Boulder Campus, which built rock retaining walls along
flood-prone creeks during that period. The Steamboat Springs example is representative of a larger trend from the
period. The retaining walls were initially constructed sporadically by individual property owners as Steamboat Springs
grew and developed. Beginning in the late 1920’s, the City of Steamboat Springs began to replace and maintain
portions of the walls with poured or stacked concrete, continuing to update and replace deteriorating sections
particularly near where the creek approaches culvers and bridges. The city-led effort of replacing and maintaining the
concrete sections of walls is a process which continues today. Many sections of original concrete replacement walls
have since been replaced with newer, more effective, concrete flood mitigation measures. The resource is locally
significant under Criterion A for Community Planning and Development in the period from 1903 to circa 1930 during
which time the rock walls and early concrete replacement sections were constructed.
Criterion B: The resource is associated with many Steamboat Springs residents who mainly constructed the rock
walls on their own private properties bordering the Creek. Although these individual contributors to the construction
history of the resource include some prominent individuals such as F. E. Milner, Arthur Gumprecht, Joel Anderson,
and Everett Cole, the segments associated with these individuals are sporadic and line a select few number of private
residences in the residential areas near the northeast sections of the resource. The contributions of Gumprecht and
Anderson, as architect and craftsman, respectively, are best reflected through Criterion C. Without further evidence
linking the overall resource to the civic contributions of individuals constructed the walls, the resource does not
possess significance under Criterion B.
Criterion C: The resource was constructed from 1903 to circa 1930 using locally sourced materials and early concrete
construction. Background research revealed information to suggest that the construction of the concrete sections of
replacement retaining wall was guided by a more unified, city-led approach, although many of the earliest iterations of
replacement wall have been in turn replaced with more recent construction methods utilizing stacked concrete block.
Some sections of cobble rock retaining wall, particularly as Soda Creek passes through residential areas between
Pahwintah Street and Yahmonite Street, are associated with master builders such as Arthur Gumprecht and Joel
Anderson. These individuals were hired by individual property owners to construct cobble rock retaining walls lining
the creek as it passes through private properties. Construction techniques and archival records suggest association
with one or both men for retaining wall sections constructed between 1910 and 1930 utilizing the cobblestone
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technique. This technique became a hallmark of the local building aesthetic, including stone and cobblework at
Steamboat Springs’ mineral springs as well as the cobblestone entry gate at the Howelsen Hill Rodeo Grounds
(5RT.3528). The resource is therefore reflective of a key local building technique from the period. Similar sections of
cobble rock retaining walls can be found between Pine Street and Oak Street and between Oak Street and 11th
Street, although research did not reveal concrete connections between these sections of walls and Gumprecht or
Anderson. Both for its construction techniques and for association with Gumprecht and Anderson, the resource is
significant under Criterion C for Engineering from the period of 1903 to circa 1930.
Criterion D: The resource is not likely to yield additional information important in history or prehistory, and therefore, it
does not possess significance under Criterion D.
32. Statement of historic integrity related to significance: Overall, the retaining walls along Soda Creek retain
sufficient integrity to convey significance under Criteria A and C in the areas of Community Planning and
Development and Engineering. Integrity of location is intact, as many sections of the retaining walls remain in where
they were constructed during the period of significance. The setting is minimally altered by development along the
Creek banks outside the period of significance. The presence of mortared and dry-stone retaining walls as well as
sections of poured concrete retaining walls are original design features or early iterations of replacement walls lining
Soda Creek, constructed within the period of significance. Sporadic improvements and repairs of the cobble rock
sections, and continued replacement of concrete sections of the walls and their associated components throughout
the resource boundary have diminished integrity of materials, workmanship, and design at some locations. However,
key locations, including the section between Oak Street and Pine Street as well as the section between Yahmonite
Street and Pahwintah Street, continue to reflect the craftsmanship of the period. By the mid-1920s, the City began to
develop a more unified approach to control flooding on Soda Creek. At this point, rock walls began to be
systematically replaced with concrete retaining walls, especially near bridges and culverts. These sections have in
turn been replaced with more contemporary construction methods such as stacked concrete blocks. Additionally,
there are few extant sections of the original rock wall constructed using dry-stone construction methods, and most
original sections have since been replaced or have been washed away by the erosional forces of Soda Creek. The
difference between replacement and original sections is specifically noted at or near bridges and culverts. Despite
diminished integrity of design, workmanship, and materials at these specific locations, several sections of the
resource, particularly in residential areas at the northeastern end of the resource retain sufficient integrity of location,
setting, feeling, and association to convey significance. Additionally, the portions of the resource through residential
areas between Pahwintah Street and Yahmonite Street, as well as the section between Pine Street and Oak Street
retain sufficient integrity of materials, design, and workmanship to convey the overall significance of the resource and
should be considered as contributing to the overall resource. Because several segments retain sufficient integrity to
convey overall significance, the resource is considered eligible for inclusion on the State and National Registers of
Historic Places. Sections of the resource reflecting construction techniques and materials from the period of
significance are supporting of the significance of the resource; sections of the resource which have been replaced
multiple times, and which now consist of modern stacked concrete blocks or of stacked quarry stone, are nonsupporting of the resource. See the Sketch Map for details of supporting and non-supporting sections of the resource.
33. National Register Eligibility Field Assessment:
Linear Segment Evaluation (if applicable):

☒ Eligible

☐ Not eligible

☐ Supporting

☐ Non-Supporting

34. Status in an Existing National Register District:

☐ Contributing

35. State Register Eligibility Field Assessment:

☒ Eligible

☐ Not eligible

36. Status in an Existing State Register District:

☐ Contributing

☐ Non-contributing

37. National/State Register District Potential:

☐ Yes

☒ No

☐ Yes

☒ No

☐ Contributing

☐ Non-contributing

☐ Non-contributing

Describe: N/A
38. Cultural Landscape Potential:
Describe: N/A
39. If Yes to either 37 or 38, is this site:
Explain: N/A
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☐ Need data

☐ Need data
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V. MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
40. Threats to Resource: ☐ Water erosion
41. Existing protection:

☐ Wind erosion

☐ Grazing

☒ Neglect

☐ Recreation

☐ Construction

☐ Other (explain):

☐ None

☐ Marked

☐ Fenced

☐ Patrolled

☐ Vandalism
☐ Access controlled

☐ Other (specify):
Comments: Areas of the resource that are accessible from the public right of way lie between Oak Street and the
confluence of Soda Creek and the Yampa River. For the most part, the resource is within private property and is not
accessible to the public.
42. Local landmark designation: N/A
43. Easement: N/A
44. Recorder’s Management Recommendations: N/A
VI. DOCUMENTATION
45. Previous actions accomplished at the site:
Date(s): N/A

☐ Tested

☐ Partial excavation

☐ Complete excavation

a. Excavations: N/A
b. Stabilization: N/A

Date(s): N/A

c. HABS/HAER documentation [date(s) and numbers]: N/A
d. Other: N/A
46. Known collections/reports/interviews and other references (list): None
47. Primary location of additional data: Bud Werner Memorial Library, Tread of Pioneers Museum, Pinyon
Environmental, Inc.
48. State or Federal Permit number: N/A
49. Collection: Artifact collection authorized: ☐ Yes ☒ No

Were artifacts collected: ☐ Yes ☒ No

Artifact repository: N/A
Collection method: ☐ Diagnostics

50. Photograph Numbers:

☐ Grab Sample

☐ Random Sample

Other (specify):

5RT.3668_1 to 5RT.3668_20

Files or negatives stored at: Pinyon Environmental, Inc.
51. Report title: No Report
52. Recorder(s): Daniel Wade Gilbert
Date: June 24, 2021
53. Recorder affiliation: Pinyon Environmental, Inc.
Phone number/Email: 303.980.5200 – gilbert@pinyon-env.com
NOTE: Please attach a site map, a photocopy of the USGS 1:24000 map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203
303-866-3395
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COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

OAHP 1418

Linear Component Form

Rev. 11/2010

This form should be completed for each linear resource or linear segment. Use this form in conjunction with the Management
Data Form. Call OAHP staff (303-866-5216) prior to assigning a resource number.
I. RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION
1. Resource Number: 5RT.3668

2. Temporary Resource Number:

N/A

3. Site Name: Soda Creek Retaining Walls
4. Record of:

☒ Entire resource

☐ Segment

II. RESOURCE DESCRIPTION
5. Resource Type:
Other (specify):

☐ Road

☐ Railroad

☐ Trail

☐ Ditch/Canal

Stacked rock wall lining portions of Soda Creek

6. Component Description: The resource consists of stacked rock and concrete retaining walls lining Soda Creek. Early
sections of the retaining walls were constructed of dry-stacked and mortared river rock to stabilize the Creek’s bank
using dry-stone construction methods while later additions and repairs utilized concrete and other types of mortar
materials. The resource is located along the northern and southern banks of Soda Creek as it winds through
Steamboat Springs, beginning to the North where the Creek flows beneath Pahwintah Street. From this point, the
Creek winds in a southerly direction for approximately 1,100 feet before hooking back to the North around the property
at 850 Aspen Street, after which it turns back to flow for approximately 1,150 feet in a southwesterly direction, crossing
beneath Yahmonite Street, Pine Street, and Oak Street. After crossing through the Oak Street Culvert, Soda Creek
flows in a westerly direction, the Creek then turns back to flow in a southwesterly direction for approximately 775 feet
crossing beneath 11th Street and flowing between the Smell That Bread Bakery (5RT.2055) at 135 11th Street and the
Steamboat Laundry Building (5RT.255) at 127-131 11th Street, then flowing to the north of the Western Lodge at 1122
Lincoln Avenue. Soda Creek then flows beneath Lincoln Avenue, past the Bud Werner Memorial Library and through
Little Toots Park before reaching its confluence with the Yampa River between 15th Street and Yampa Street.
The rock retaining walls lining the Creek as it winds through residential areas are in relatively good condition and
appear to have been maintained and/or improved with in-kind construction methods to varying degrees by individual
property owners. The areas which have been replaced with concrete retaining walls, and which have subsequently
been maintained and improved by the City include areas near bridge crossings. Additionally, some individual property
owners have opted to use quarried stone and/or boulders as retaining walls. The retaining walls have been replaced
with loose river rock from the northern terminus to the eastern portal of the Pahwintah Street Bridge. Continuing in a
southwesterly direction, the retaining walls lining Soda Creek as it passes through residential areas between
Pahwintah Street and Yahmonite Street retain their original design, consisting of dry-cobble and mortared cobble
methods. As Soda Creek passes beneath Yahmonite Street, the retaining walls then shift to a composition of stacked
quarry rock continuing to the point where the creek is conveyed beneath Pine Street. After passing beneath Pine
Street, the retaining walls lining Soda Creek return to the original construction methods of dry-stone and mortared rock
walls. The retaining walls abruptly stop to the northeast of the Oak Street Culvert, before reappearing briefly between
the Oak Street Culvert and the 11th Street Culvert. After passing beneath 11th Street, the creek is lined with concrete
replacement sections of retaining wall which have been replaced multiple times and which are still maintained and
upgraded by Steamboat Springs’ Public Works Department. The concrete walls continue lining the creek until it is
conveyed beneath Lincoln Avenue through the Lincoln Avenue Culvert. Finally, as the resource passes through Little
Toots Park the retaining walls have been replaced with stacked quarry stones and boulders which continue to the point
where Soda Creek reaches its confluence with the Yampa River.
The resource extends approximately 0.86 mile, following Soda Creek as it winds through Steamboat Springs. The
resource boundary is approximately 38-feet wide and includes both the northern and southern banks of Soda Creek.
The resource has a southern terminus at the confluence of Soda Creek and the Yampa River, to the south of the Bud
Werner Memorial Library. The northern terminus of the resource boundary is located where Soda Creek passes
beneath Pahwintah Street between Deerfoot Arts Park Drive and Merritt Street. Most of the sections of stacked rock
walls are within private properties located in the Deerfoot Arts Park Filing 2, Highlands Addition, 1st Addition, Sprengle
Subdivision, and the Original Town of Steamboat subdivision, before flowing under Lincoln Avenue. After Soda Creek
crosses beneath Lincoln Avenue, it flows in a southerly direction through property owned by Steamboat Springs,
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including the Bud Werner Memorial Library and Little Toots Park, after which the resource reaches its southern
terminus where Soda Creek reaches its confluence with the Yampa River.
7. Original use: Retaining Wall; Flood Mitigation
8. Current use: Retaining Wall; Flood Mitigation
9. Modifications (describe and include dates): Various improvements and modifications occurred to portions of the
resource over the course of the 20th century and into the 21st century. These various modifications and improvements
include the replacement of sections of rock wall with more durable concrete retaining walls, repair and stabilization of
the rock walls through replacement of dry-stone sections with mortared sections of wall. Exact modification dates were
not clearly available through historic research, however these modifications almost exclusively occurred in anticipation
of, or in response to, flooding events along Soda Creek which occurred almost annually in the late summer and early
fall, including but not limited to the flood seasons of 1903, 1908, 1910, 1911, 1914, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, and
1925.
Beginning in 1925, repairs and improvements to the flood control measures on Soda Creek took on a more unified
approach, being conducted by the City of Steamboat Springs. It was at this time that concrete repairs and
improvements became more commonplace. The no longer extant section of rock wall to the south of Lincoln Avenue
between the Lincoln Avenue culvert and the Yampa River was repaired and improved in 1925 by Steamboat Springs
when the City purchased an area of land known at the time as Cabin Park/City Park (now known as Toots Park) with
the goal of improving flood control measures on Soda Creek. In 1930, several sections of the wall were replaced with
concrete retaining walls under the supervision of C. D. Englund who represented the Portland Cement Association
Educational Extension Service.
The areas which have been replaced with concrete retaining walls, and which have subsequently been maintained and
improved by the city include areas near bridge crossings. Additionally, some individual property owners have opted to
use quarried stone and/or boulders as retaining walls. The retaining walls have been replaced with loose river rock
from the northern terminus to the eastern portal of the Pahwintah Street Bridge. Continuing in a southwesterly
direction, the retaining walls lining Soda Creek as it passes through residential areas between Pahwintah Street and
Yahmonite Street retain their original design, consisting of dry-cobble and mortared cobble methods. As Soda Creek
passes beneath Yahmonite Street, the retaining walls then shift to a composition of stacked quarry rock continuing to
the point where the creek is conveyed beneath Pine Street. After passing beneath Pine Street, the retaining walls
lining Soda Creek return to the original construction methods of dry-stone and mortared rock walls. The retaining walls
abruptly stop to the northeast of the Oak Street Culvert, before reappearing briefly between the Oak Street Culvert and
the 11th Street Culvert. After passing beneath 11th Street, the creek is lined with concrete replacement sections of
retaining wall which have been replaced multiple times and which are still maintained and upgraded by Steamboat
Springs’ Public Works Department. The concrete walls continue lining the creek until it is conveyed beneath Lincoln
Avenue through the Lincoln Avenue Culvert. Finally, as the resource passes through Little Toots Park the retaining
walls have been replaced with stacked quarry stones and boulders which continue to the point where Soda Creek
reaches its confluence with the Yampa River.
10. Extent of Entire Resource: The resource extends approximately 0.86 mile
11. Associated Artifacts: N/A
12. Associated Features or Resources: N/A
III. RESEARCH INFORMATION
13. Architect/Engineer:

Unknown

Source(s) of Information: N/A
14. Builder: Multiple
Source(s) of Information:

The Steamboat Pilot; The Routt County Sentinel

15. Date of Construction / Date Range: 1903-1926
Source(s) of Information:

The Steamboat Pilot; The Routt County Sentinel

16. Historical / Archival Data: The retaining walls lining Soda Creek were constructed from 1903 to 1926 for the
purposes of flood control and mitigation. Archival research suggests that the first segments of the rock wall
constructed along Soda Creek were constructed by town residents on their private property. The earliest evidence of
rock walls being constructed along Soda Creek dates to a November 11, 1903 article in the Steamboat Pilot which
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stated “Brightman and Curlee started work Monday on the stone wall at F.E. Milner’s new residence.” Most retaining
walls constructed in this early period were adjacent to, or near bridges crossing Soda Creek as well as along
properties that Soda Creek passed through or adjacent to. Circa 1908, a section of rock walls was constructed on the
property of the Steamboat Laundry Building which borders the Creek at the intersection of 11th Street and Oak Street.
According to articles from the Routt County Sentinel, a section of rock walls was constructed in 1914 below Lincoln
Avenue as Soda Creek approaches its confluence with the Yampa River.
Some sections of cobble rock retaining wall, particularly as Soda Creek passes through residential areas between
Pahwintah Street and Yahmonite Street are associated with master builders such as the German-American architect
Arthur Gumprecht and the Swedish-American stone mason Joel Anderson. These individuals were hired by individual
property owners in order to construct cobble rock retaining walls lining the creek as it passes through private
properties. Similar sections of cobble rock retaining walls can be found between Pine Street and Oak Street and
between Oak Street and 11th Street, although research did not reveal concrete connections between these sections of
walls and Gumprecht or Anderson.
Following flooding in 1917, repairs were conducted on sections of the rock walls and the bridge crossing at Lincoln
Avenue, with some sections of wall being replaced with concrete retention structures and piers. In 1921, Elmer E.
Yount constructed additional portions of the retaining wall along Soda Creek between Oak Street and 11th Street.
Yount, who had purchased the Shore livery barn located across 11th Street from the Steamboat Laundry Building,
made local newspapers at the time for his plans to improve the property and to mitigate flood hazards at the Oak
Street and 11th Street culverts. Various improvements and modifications occurred to portions of the resource over the
course of the 20th century and into the 21st century. These various modifications and improvements include the
replacement of sections of rock wall with more durable concrete retaining walls, repair, and stabilization of the rock
walls through replacement of dry-stone sections with mortared sections of wall. Exact modification dates were not
clearly available through historic research, however these modifications almost exclusively occurred in anticipation of,
or in response to, flooding events along Soda Creek which occurred almost annually in the late summer and early fall,
including but not limited to the flood seasons of 1903, 1908, 1910, 1911, 1914, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, and
1925.
Beginning in 1925, repairs and improvements to the flood control measures on Soda Creek took on a more unified
approach, being conducted by the City of Steamboat Springs. It was at this time that concrete repairs and
improvements became more commonplace. The no longer extant section of retaining wall to the south of Lincoln
Avenue between the Lincoln Avenue culvert and the Yampa River was repaired and improved in 1925 by Steamboat
Springs when the City purchased an area of land known at the time as Cabin Park/City Park (now known as Toots
Park) with the goal of improving flood control measures on Soda Creek. In 1930, several sections of the wall were
replaced with concrete retaining walls under the supervision of C. D. Englund who represented the Portland Cement
Association Educational Extension Service. This section of concrete retaining wall was removed at some point
between 2003 and 2005 according to historic aerial imagery and stacked quarry stone and boulders have been
implemented in its place as the creek passes through the park. The remaining sections of original rock walls remain in
varying states, ranging from ruin to excellent condition, although the sections that are in good condition have been
modified and improved to the point where very few sections of the rock walls remain as they were originally design
and constructed. The earliest iterations of poured concrete replacement retaining walls have almost entirely been
replaced with more recent methods utilizing stacked concrete blocks.
Sources:
“Community News,” Steamboat Pilot, November 11, 1903.
“Buys Shore Livery Barn; Is Making Improvements,” Routt County Sentinel, August 12, 1921.
“Improvements to Make City Park Beauty Spot,” Routt County Sentinel, June 18, 1926.
“Daily Business,” Steamboat Pilot, October 19, 1910.
“From the Other Side: Strong Presentation of Town Board Affairs,” Steamboat Pilot, April 1, 1908.
“Repairing Soda Creek Bridge,” Steamboat Pilot, October 31, 1917
“Unknown Article Title,” Routt County Sentinel, August 7, 1914.
“Supervised Local Cement Projects,” Steamboat Pilot, August 1, 1930.
17. Cultural Affiliation and Justification:
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IV. MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
18. Eligibility of Entire Resource:
☒ Eligible

☐ Not Eligible

☐ Need Data

Is this an official determination?

☐ Yes

☒ No

Remarks / Justification:
Criterion A: The rock walls lining Soda Creek are associated with the early-20th century growth and development of
Steamboat Springs. The rock walls were initially constructed as a response to regular flooding, including in 1903,
1908, 1910, 1911, 1914, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, and 1925. Residents along the Creek utilized river rock
widely available in the area to construct the walls using dry-laid stone as well as mortared construction techniques as
a flood mitigation measure. The flood mitigation measures are similar to those other Colorado communities, including
Gregory Canyon Creek in Boulder and the Colorado University Boulder Campus, which built rock retaining walls along
flood-prone creeks during that period. The Steamboat Springs example is representative of a larger trend from the
period. The retaining walls were initially constructed sporadically by individual property owners as Steamboat Springs
grew and developed. Beginning in the late 1920’s, the City of Steamboat Springs began to replace and maintain
portions of the walls with poured or stacked concrete, continuing to update and replace deteriorating sections
particularly near where the creek approaches culvers and bridges. The city-led effort of replacing and maintaining the
concrete sections of walls is a process which continues today. Many sections of original concrete replacement walls
have since been replaced with newer, more effective, concrete flood mitigation measures. The resource is locally
significant under Criterion A for Community Planning and Development in the period from 1903 to circa 1930 during
which time the rock walls and early concrete replacement sections were constructed.
Criterion B: The resource is associated with many Steamboat Springs residents who mainly constructed the rock walls
on their own private properties bordering the Creek. Although these individual contributors to the construction history
of the resource include some prominent individuals such as F. E. Milner, Arthur Gumprecht, Joel Anderson, and
Everett Cole, the segments associated with these individuals are sporadic and line a select few number of private
residences in the residential areas near the northeast sections of the resource. The contributions of Gumprecht and
Anderson, as architect and craftsman, respectively, are best reflected through Criterion C. Without further evidence
linking the overall resource to the civic contributions of individuals constructed the walls, the resource does not
possess significance under Criterion B.
Criterion C: The resource was constructed from 1903 to circa 1930 using locally sourced materials and early concrete
construction. Background research revealed information to suggest that the construction of the concrete sections of
replacement retaining wall was guided by a more unified, city-led approach, although many of the earliest iterations of
replacement wall have been in turn replaced with more recent construction methods utilizing stacked concrete block.
Some sections of cobble rock retaining wall, particularly as Soda Creek passes through residential areas between
Pahwintah Street and Yahmonite Street, are associated with master builders such as Arthur Gumprecht and Joel
Anderson. These individuals were hired by individual property owners to construct cobble rock retaining walls lining
the creek as it passes through private properties. Construction techniques and archival records suggest association
with one or both men for retaining wall sections constructed between 1910 and 1930 utilizing the cobblestone
technique. This technique became a hallmark of the local building aesthetic, including stone and cobblework at
Steamboat Springs’ mineral springs as well as the cobblestone entry gate at the Howelsen Hill Rodeo Grounds
(5RT.3528). The resource is therefore reflective of a key local building technique from the period. Similar sections of
cobble rock retaining walls can be found between Pine Street and Oak Street and between Oak Street and 11th
Street, although research did not reveal concrete connections between these sections of walls and Gumprecht or
Anderson. Both for its construction techniques and for association with Gumprecht and Anderson, the resource is
significant under Criterion C for Engineering from the period of 1903 to circa 1930.
Criterion D: The resource is not likely to yield additional information important in history or prehistory, and therefore, it
does not possess significance under Criterion D.
19. Evaluation of integrity of the segment of the entire linear resource being recorded
(Complete only if “Segment” under item 4 is checked and the entire resource is marked as Eligible under item 18)
☐ Supporting

☐ Non-supporting

☒ Not applicable

Remarks / Justification: Overall, the retaining walls along Soda Creek retain sufficient integrity to convey
significance under Criteria A and C in the areas of Community Planning and Development and Engineering. Integrity
of location is intact, as many sections of the retaining walls remain in where they were constructed during the period
of significance. The setting is minimally altered by development along the Creek banks outside the period of
significance. The presence of mortared and dry-stone retaining walls as well as sections of poured concrete retaining
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walls are original design features or early iterations of replacement walls lining Soda Creek, constructed within the
period of significance. Sporadic improvements and repairs of the cobble rock sections, and continued replacement of
concrete sections of the walls and their associated components throughout the resource boundary have diminished
integrity of materials, workmanship, and design at some locations. However, key locations, including the section
between Oak Street and Pine Street as well as the section between Yahmonite Street and Pahwintah Street, continue
to reflect the craftsmanship of the period. By the mid-1920s, the City began to develop a more unified approach to
control flooding on Soda Creek. At this point, rock walls began to be systematically replaced with concrete retaining
walls, especially near bridges and culverts. These sections have in turn been replaced with more contemporary
construction methods such as stacked concrete blocks. Additionally, there are few extant sections of the original rock
wall constructed using dry-stone construction methods, and most original sections have since been replaced or have
been washed away by the erosional forces of Soda Creek. The difference between replacement and original sections
is specifically noted at or near bridges and culverts. Despite diminished integrity of design, workmanship, and
materials at these specific locations, several sections of the resource, particularly in residential areas at the
northeastern end of the resource retain sufficient integrity of location, setting, feeling, and association to convey
significance. Additionally, the portions of the resource through residential areas between Pahwintah Street and
Yahmonite Street, as well as the section between Pine Street and Oak Street retain sufficient integrity of materials,
design, and workmanship to convey the overall significance of the resource and should be considered as contributing
to the overall resource. Because several segments retain sufficient integrity to convey overall significance, the
resource is considered eligible for inclusion on the State and National Registers of Historic Places. Sections of the
resource reflecting construction techniques and materials from the period of significance are supporting of the
significance of the resource; sections of the resource which have been replaced multiple times, and which now consist
of modern stacked concrete blocks or of stacked quarry stone, are non-supporting of the resource. See the Sketch
Map for details of supporting and non-supporting sections of the resource.
20. Recorder(s): Daniel Wade Gilbert

21. Date: June 24, 2021

Colorado Historical Society - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1560 Broadway, Suite 400 Denver, CO 80202
303-866-3395
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Sketch Map
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Topographic Map
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Photo Number: 5RT.3668_1
Description: Soda Creek as it flows
beneath pedestrian bridges in Little
Toots Park and along the Yampa
River Trail as it approaches its
confluence with the Yampa River.
Archival data demonstrates that
this area saw numerous periods of
construction, repairs, and
modifications in response to
flooding on Soda Creek. An article
from the Routt County Sentinel on
August 28, 1925 mentions rock
retaining walls being constructed in
the park to the south of the Lincoln
Avenue Bridge. Note that the
original retaining walls are no
longer extant in this section of
Soda Creek, having been replaced
with more natural looking stacked
boulders as well as stacked quarry
rock.
View: Southwest

Photo Number: 5RT.3668_2
Description: Soda Creek as it
approaches the pedestrian bridge
in Little Toots Park. Archival data
suggests that this area saw
numerous periods of construction,
repairs, and modifications in
response to flooding on Soda
Creek. Note that the rock walls are
no longer extant in this section of
Soda Creek.
View: East
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Photo Number: 5RT.3668_3
Description: Various sections of
concrete replacement retaining
wall along Soda Creek as it
approaches Lincoln Avenue from
the northeast. Note that the original
stacked rock wall is no longer
extant, having been replaced with
poured concrete retaining walls in
1930 according to an article from
the Steamboat Pilot dated August
1, 1930. The poured concrete
retaining wall was again replaced
more recently with concrete block
retaining walls which have been
maintained, repaired, and replaced
by the City regularly through to the
21st century. Also note the variation
in concrete, including blocks as
well as portions of poured concrete
wing walls adjacent to the Lincoln
Avenue culvert, highlighting the
multiple periods of construction
and repair to the retaining walls in
this portion of the Creek.
View: North

Photo Number: 5RT.3668_4
Description: Portion of Soda Creek
after flowing beneath 11th Street
and passes between the
Steamboat Laundry Building
(5RT.255) and the Smell That
Bread Bakery (5RT.2055). Note that
the rock walls which were
constructed in 1908 are no longer
extant, having been replaced with
retaining walls consisting of
stacked concrete masonry units
(CMU) and subsequently
maintained and repaired through
the twenty-first century. A specific
date of construction was not
identified.
View: West
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Photo Number: 5RT.3668_5
Description: Soda Creek and
portions of rock wall as the Creek
approaches the 11th Street Culvert.
Note the variation in color of the
stone as well as mortar denoting
multiple periods of construction
and repair, although these repairs
were likely conducted within the
period of significance.
View: East

Photo Number: 5RT.3668_6
Description: Detail view of the
section of rock walls to the east of
the 11th Street culvert as Soda
Creek approaches from the east.
Note the variation in color of the
stone as well as mortar denoting
multiple periods of construction
and repair.
View: Southeast
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Photo Number: 5RT.3668_7
Description: Soda Creek and the
rock walls dating to the period of
significance and lining the
northern bank of the Creek as they
approach the Oak Street culvert
from the northeast.
View: Northeast

Photo Number: 5RT.3668_8
Description: Concrete wingwall for
the Oak Street culvert and section
of the rock walls from the period of
significance lining Soda Creek
north of Oak Street. Note the
variation in coloration of mortar
due to various periods of repair of
the walls.
View: North
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Photo Number: 5RT.3668_9
Description: Rock walls from the
period of significance, and which
are a contributing feature of the
overall resource, lining Soda Creek
as the Creek approaches the Oak
Street culvert through the
residential properties located north
of Oak Street.
View: Northeast

Photo Number: 5RT.3668_10
Description: Portions of rock wall
constructed using dry-laid stone
construction methods from the
period of significance, and which
are a supporting portion of the
overall resource, lining Soda Creek
after the Creek flows under Pine
Street.
View: South
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Photo Number: 5RT.3668_11
Description: Sections of
replacement stacked stone
retaining wall lining Soda Creek as
it approaches Pine Street, flowing
through the residential
neighborhood north of Pine Street.
Based on methods of construction,
it is estimated that this section of
retaining wall was constructed in
the mid- to late-20th century,
outside the period of significance
of the overall resource, and
therefore these sections should be
considered as non-supporting of
the overall resource.
View: North

Photo Number: 5RT.3668_12
Description: Detail view showing
debris and rubble of former rock
retaining walls from the period of
significance where Soda Creek
flows beneath Pine Street. Note
that this section of quarried stone
replacement retaining wall is a
non-supporting section of the
overall resource.
View: Northwest
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Photo Number: 5RT.3668_13
Description: Portions of
replacement rock wall and the
concrete wingwall for the
Yahmonite Street bridge and
culvert located on Soda Creek after
flowing beneath Yahmonite Street.
Note that the loose river rock in the
section between Yahmonite Street
and Pine Street are non-supporting
sections of the overall resource.
View: Southwest

Photo Number: 5RT.3668_14
Description: Portions of
replacement rock wall from
outside the period of significance
and therefore are non-supporting
portions of the overall resource.
Also note the concrete wingwall
for the Yahmonite Street bridge
and culvert located on Soda Creek
as it approaches Yahmonite Street
from the northeast.
View: East
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Photo Number: 5RT.3668_15
Description: Portions of rock wall
dating to the period of significance
lining private properties along
Soda Creek as it approaches the
Yahmonite Street bridge and
culvert from the northeast through
residential neighborhoods. This
section of rock walls between
Yahmonite Street and Pahwintah
Street is a supporting portion of
the overall resource.
View: Northeast

Photo Number: 5RT.3668_16
Description: Portions of
replacement wall consisting of
stacked quarry stone lining Soda
Creek after it flows beneath
Pahwintah Street. The replacement
sections function like riprap and do
not exhibit the workmanship in
other, older sections of the
resource and are therefore nonsupporting portions of the
resource.
View: Southwest
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Photo Number: 5RT.3668_17
Description: Soda Creek as it
approaches Pahwintah Street from
the northeast. Note the loose rock
embankment on the southern bank
of Soda Creek which does not
express the workmanship of other,
older portions of the resource and
is therefore a non-supporting
portion of the overall resource.
View: Southeast

Photo Number: 5RT.3668_19
Description: Loose rock
embankment resembling riprap in
form and function along the
southern bank of Soda Creek
northeast of Pahwintah Street.
Note that the loose rock does not
express the workmanship of other,
older portions of the resource.
View: Southeast
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Photo Number: 5RT.3668_20
Description: Rock wall and log
retaining wall from outside the
period of significance on the
southern bank of Soda Creek as it
approaches Pahwintah Street.
View: Southeast
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